
NEW INSTALL GUIDE FOR SAVI NOTE/MELODY

The Savi Note/Melody design has changed slightly to allow for applications for Vinyl Liner pools and for applications in the 
international pool markets.  The threads are no longer captive to the Savi Note/Melody body but now come separately.  By following 
these directions you now can install the Savi Note/Melody into all different types of threaded 1 ½” fittings.

Vinyl Liners:  These pools specifically use fittings such as SP-1048’s (Nexxus Part SVVYL-W).  The first step is to slide the silicone 
gasket over the Savi Note/Melody cord and position it up against the molded lip on the Savi Note/Melody body.

Next, pull the cord through the wall fitting and conduit.  Continue with standard installation directions for electrical hook up.

Lastly, use the threaded retaining ring that has 4 slots on the lip to secure the Savi Note/Melody light into the vinyl wall fitting.



Gunite/Fiberglass Wall fittings with internal flange (for eyeball directional fitting):
These fittings are represented by such items as SP-1022S (Nexxus Part SVGUN-W or B) and SP-1023S (Nexxus Part SVFIB-W or 
B).  These fittings contain an internal flange that was originally in place to seat a directional water flow eyeball and its corresponding 
retaining ring.  With these fittings, the installation of the Savi Note/Melody is very simple.  First, pull the cord through the face of the 
wall fitting and through the conduit (see standard directions included) and terminate at equipment area.  Once the Savi Note/Melody 
light body is seated against internal flange of the wall fitting, secure with retaining ring that has 4 slots on it exterior edge. Tighten for 
final assembly.



1 ½” FIP PVC Fittings: These are standard 1 ½” PVC FIP fittings.  1 ½” slip/glue socket on one side and 1 ½” Internal thread on the 
other.  Important Note:  Most all 1 ½” PVC FIP fittings, on the threaded side, are slightly tapered. For installation of the Savi 
Note/Melody light, simply pull cord through fitting and associated conduit and terminate at equipment area.  Next push the Savi 
Note/Melody light body as far as the fitting allows, into the FIP area.  Next, use either of the retaining rings to secure light into the FIP 
fitting.  Tighten for final installation.  Make sure in final installation that the Savi Note/Melody light is pointed straight out of the wall 
fitting.



Installation into all 1 ½” Fittings WITHOUT INTERNAL FLANGE:
These fittings are typically associated with 1 ½” fittings such as SP-1022 and SP1-1023.  These fitting lack the final designation of the 
letter S.  These wall fittings are 1 ½” internal threads but LACK THE INTERNAL FLANGE FOR THE WATER RETURN 
EYEBALLS.  These also have NO TAPER internally.  In trying to use these fittings, you must do the following installation 
procedures:

1. Locate and find the supplied retaining ring that has only 2 holes.  It is the smaller in dimension between the 2 retaining rings.

2. Next, press fit onto the Savi Note/Melody light body the ring.  This ring is very tight. Once onto the light body, position ring 
so that it is flush with the edge of the light lens.

Do not push retaining ring all the way down to the retaining flange as this will protrude the light lens too far out into the pools 
interior.

3. A small amount of silicone may be used to adhere the retaining ring and Savi Note/Melody body together.
4. Continue installation as per included directions, by pulling cord through wall fitting, conduit and terminating back at 

equipment area.

For any further questions, please contact Nexxus Lighting, Pool & Spa Division at
407-855-5630.


